
Color: Whispering
Wheat

UPC Code: 07847753432

Country Of Origin: China

NEMA:
5-15R

RER15-WG
Brand Features

Renu in a snap! Renu is the smart new line of decorative electrical products from
Leviton. Install Renu and get a fresh stylish look, plus the ability to change the color of
any Renu device when you update a room. Designed for do-it-yourselfers, the line
includes switches, outlets, GFCIs, dimmers, and sleek, screwless wallplates available
in 20 designer colors to blend in or contrast with your decor. Refresh the color of any
Renu device in a snap, without any rewiring or the need for an electrician. Just order a
color change kit in the color you want, snap off the faceplate on the device and snap
on the new face. Add a coordinating wallplate (sold separately) to finish the look. Renu
fits your lifestyle and adapts to your changing taste.

Item Description

Leviton Renu® Tamper-Resistant Outlet RER15-WG, 15A-125V, in Whispering Wheat

Technical Information

Product Features

Color: Whispering Wheat

Color Change Kit: RKR15

Device Type: Duplex Outlet

Grounding: Self-Grounding Clip and Green Ground Screw

NEMA: 5-15R

Product Family: Renu

Ratings: 15A-125V

Standards and Certifications: cULus

Termination: Back & Side

Warranty: 5 Year Limited

Amperage: 15 A

Features and Benefits

15A-125V-

Tamper-resistant to meet the child safety requirements of the National Electrical

Code®

-

Built-in shutters help prevent access by most foreign objects-

Available in 20 popular colors to match any décor-

Once installed, Renu outlets can be updated to a new color by ordering an

RKR15 color change kit

-

Outlet face easily snaps OFF and ON to change color-

To complete the look, snap on a matching or contrasting Renu screwless

wallplate (sold separately)

-

Turns the electrical device into a decorative, easily updated accessory-

Shallow size is easy to install in any wallbox-

Self-grounded when installed in a properly grounded metal wallbox-

Back and side wired for fast, easy installation-

Terminals designed to withstand high torque and resist wire pullout-

20A tamper-resistant outlet is also available-

Use only with Renu wallplates-



Patents*

US8242362 USD662885

*This list is provided for patent marking purposes only.  A good faith effort is made to

maintain the accuracy and completeness of this list.  No legal inference should be

drawn from the omission of a patent from this list.
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